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Machine Cutting Fluids

 MassDEP has observed at several machine shops the 
manifesting of machine cutting fluids that have been 
shipped with improper waste codes.

 Frequent erroneous code is D008 (lead), have also 
seen D011 (silver) + D007 (chromium). Have seen improper 
mixing of waste oil and non-hazardous liquid 
(coolant/grinding fluid), making whole mixture waste 
oil/hazardous in Mass.

 This is due to old waste profiles that the companies and 
licensed waste transporters have relied on and not enough 
communication ongoing between them.

 Lack of understanding on both parts of the ramifications 
of improper manifesting and lack of recent profiling/ waste 
ID. 



Machine Cutting Fluids

 When brought to the companies’ attention about the codes, 
the companies are surprised because they do not process 
metal containing Pb or Ag.

 The fluids can be considered waste oil or wastewater 
depending on oil content of fluid and oil it picks up (way 
oil). Some coolants and grinding fluids do not contain 

petroleum and would not be hazardous waste. 

 Waste oil codes are MA01 or MA98 (off-specification used 
oil fuel).

 Wastewater code is MA99. 



Machine Cutting Fluid 1 - SDS
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Machine Cutting Fluids –

Optim, Form Roll Die



Machine Cutting Fluids –

Southbridge Sheet Metal



Machine Cutting Fluids –

Southbridge Sheet Metal

• Company was cited for acting out of its VSQG waste oil status
• Enforcement was "higher level" and included a small penalty. 

Company thought they had complied & managed their waste 

streams properly. 
• Determined transporter driver had combined the non-hazardous 

coolant stream with the hazardous waste oil stream and 
employee/company simply failed to notice when coolant waste 
was manifested using waste oil code), creating much greater 

volume shipped -----> status exceedance.



Company thought they were managing 
everything correctly - non-hazardous 
coolant separately from waste oil coolant
---Formerly manifested as non-hazardous waste water stream

---Company demonstrated on rag that the fluid did not behave like oil or leave a 
residue or odor on the rag. 



Machine Cutting Fluid 2 - SDS



Machine Cutting Fluid 2 - SDS



Other waste streams

 Envelope printing company with old, outdated profiles for 
waste oil, SK parts washer, & ink.

 VSQG of EPA-hazardous waste & waste oil. However, it was 
noticed that they were shipping parts washer waste using 
D039, indicated TCE as a contaminantwhen no TCE used.
(*NEWMOA discussion on this on July 28)

 They were also using D008 when shipping waste oil, 
indicating lead as a contaminant. Trace amounts of silver 
are in the photo fixer solution, which helps explain why the 
transporter characterized it as silver-containing and using 

the D011 waste code (although doubtful it contained 
enough silver to fail TCLP). The waste ink also carried the 
waste code D008 when no lead is actually present in the 
inks (for years).

 The Company was cited for failure to determine if wastes 
are hazardous wastes.



Companies trust their 

transporters to know best...

 Waste profile said no lead yet lead D008 waste code was 
used. HMMMM? Flashback to the 1990s thinking ink could 
have had lead?? Profile indicated lead "N/A"

 At another metalworking source seen in 2019, non-
hazardous waste water (MA99) was mixed with pure waste 
petroleum oil (MA98/MA01 in Mass) and manifested with 

waste code "None" - why? Ease of disposal at a facility out 
of state/"no skin off the transporter's nose" but manifesting 
was not correct. Company had correctly identified, 
managed, and labeled the 2 separate waste streams; 
change in practice "COMBINING" THE TWO WAS NEW and the 

company had questioned but transporter said it was OK. 
Company stated it costs them 3x as much to dispose of the 

wastewater than the straight waste oil.



Reflections on what we've 

seen

 Demonstrates a need for regular communication between 
generators & transporters (lacking in these cases despite 
semi-regular contact with transporter's driver). 

 Better training for small business as far as HW management 
requirements incl. manifesting correctly. Employees of 
small business don't realize they even have a problem!

 Saving $$ in the long run to communicate more/re-
profile/manifest correctly & correctly ID type of generator 
they are (EPA HW vs. state regulated waste oil)

 Ramifications to shipping certain HW (notably wastes coded 
as containing heavy metals) through the system when 
totally unnecessary – longer transport, more management, 
extra steps, greater pollution, reputation/HW status, more 

attention from regulators when not as necessary. 



Thank you! Happy trails!
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